
COVID POLICY -  
Halloween Spooktacular 

Coaches, Parents, and Swimmers, PLEASE READ!





LIABILITY WAIVER MUST BE TURNED IN BY YOUR COACH


11 and over swimmers - NO PARENTS ON DECK. You can escort your child to 
the entrance gate or your child can stay in your teams area on deck.

10 and unders - 1 parent/swimmer allowed on deck. Since only one family 
member is allowed, everyone will need to remain 6’ or greater apart.


If anyone feels they will be unable to adhere to the policies listed, please notify 
your coach by Thursday and we will remove you with no charge from the meet.


We will not be holding the cap decorating contest this year. BOOO…..The facility 
will be strained just trying to abide by the covid guidelines as well as operating 

under short warm up times. As much as we LOVE the cap contest, it will have to 
wait this year. We will be giving halloween goody bags to your coach for every 

swimmer in the meet instead. 

YOU CAN STILL DECORATE A CAP IF YOU WANT..


RESTROOMS will be available.

 Locker rooms are not open. 


You must arrive and leave in your suit..

LANE AND TIME ASSIGNMENTS FOR WARM UP 

MASKS

The entire Oviedo facility 

and property is a mask only 
area - Please wear masks at 
all time. Athletes can remove 

masks to race.


SOCIAL DISTANCE  
Please keep social 

distance at all times 
unless with a family 

member. 


Warm up  
lanes are assigned 
Max 4 swimmers per 

lane and only 1 swimmer 
per wall. 


Assignments are below 

Temperatures will be taken upon entry into the facility.

	 	 	 	 NO STARTS DURING WARM UP

Session 1, 11 and over 
	 BD - 7-7:25 (0-17) SH 7-7:25 (18-22), PA - 7:30 - 7:55 (0-12) 

	 	 SA 7:30 - 7:55 (13-18) HIGH - 7:30 - 7:55 (19-22)

Session 2- 10 and under 10:30 - 10:50 
	 BD (0-8), SA (8/9), HIGH (10) PA (11-18), SH (18-22) 

Session 3 - 8 and under 12:15-12:35

	 BD (0-8), PA (7-16), SA (17), SH (18-22)


